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Newquay Safe case study for ASB Focus 
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Title 

Newquay Safe – local solutions to national problems 
 
Summary 
Newquay Safe is a multi-agency project set up as an immediate response to a community 
safety issue that is now being used as the platform to launch a long term major town 
regeneration project, bringing the people and community together to return Newquay to the 
jewel of the Cornish tourism Crown. It also represents local solutions to national issues related 
to under-age drinking and alcohol fuelled ASB 

 
Organisation 
 
Newquay Safe is a multi-agency partnership that includes Cornwall Council, Devon and 
Cornwall Police, Health agencies, Newquay Town Council, Community Safety Partnership, 
DAAT, Local Safeguarding Childrens Board, residents association and local trade associations 
 
Area 

Newquay, Cornwall 

 
Intelligence -  
Over recent years Newquay has gained the image of becoming a ‘party town’.  On top of an 
annual influx of young people it attracts a lot of ‘stag’ and ‘hen’ parties and in recent years has 
become a mecca for 16 and 17 year olds celebrating the end of their exams.  All come to 
Newquay to enjoy themselves but this has lead to unacceptable levels of anti-social behaviour 
fuelled by under-age and binge drinking.   

In summer 2009 Newquay hit the national headlines when 2 young people who had been 
partying in Newquay tragically fell to their deaths from local cliffs in the early hours of the 
morning, in separate incidents a few days apart. 

This culminated in local petitions and protest marches organised by local residents and out of 
this Newquay Safe was formed.  In the short term it had to take urgent action to reassure 
residents and visitors alike whilst in the long term it needed to identify ways of dealing with 
causes at source and develop a long term plan for Newquay. 

Involvement  

Newquay Safe is a multi-agency partnership that includes Cornwall Council, Devon and 
Cornwall Police, Health agencies, Newquay Town Council, Community Safety Partnership, 
DAAT, Local Safeguarding Childrens Board, residents association and local trade associations 
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Intervention(s)  
Newquay Safe is a long term programme that includes over 40 separate, but interlinked projects 
and initiatives.  The Project has an overarching project management structure and an 
operational framework comprising 5 inter-linking thematic work streams (Fig. 1): 

• Developing future vision and strategies for Newquay Marketing and Communications 
• Strategic Management and Operational Co-ordination 
• Physical Environment and Regeneration 
• Licensing and enforcing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1. Future 
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for Newquay 
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3. Community 
Safety 

4. Physical 
Environment 

5. Enforcement, 
Licensing, Legal 

Develop a long 
term strategy for 
Newquay. 

“LOST” Advertising 
campaign 
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in 2010 

General Beach 
and Cliff Safety  

Test Purchasing 
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Investigate a 
‘Alcohol Disorder 
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Websites and 
accreditation 
particularly for 
Youth Hostels and 
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Operation Brunel 
/ Longboard / 
Touch down 
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park and ride 

Ban on street 
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National Marketing 
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Street Safe 
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(Newquay 
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Licensed 
Premises)  

Use Bluetooth 
technology to 
communicate with 
young people 

Alcohol Testing 
Strips / Night 
Marshalls / Street 
Pastors / Best 
Bar None 

Fires safety of 
Youth Hostels / 
Surf Lodges 

Youth Hostels / 
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Safeguarding 
Children policy 
for 16 – 17 year 
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Wireless CCTV Drinkaware 
Partnership 

Proxy buying of 
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Fig.1. Newquay Safe Operational Project Framework 
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The framework was produced at the initial stakeholder meeting 28 July 2009 convened after the 
second tragedy.  It has subsequently been used as the framework for the overall Newquay Safe 
Project. 

The project has relied on robust project management and decisive action. It was clear from the 
first meeting that swift action was needed to demonstrate to the people of Newquay and to 
visitors that Newquay was a safe place and that agencies were working together.  Project 
Management techniques were used but action was taken before the final project plan was 
signed off.  As General Patton said “a good plan activated today is better than a perfect 
plan next week” 
The project is overseen by the Strategic Group comprising of the Chief Executive and 
Directors from Cornwall Council and Cornwall Commander from Devon and Cornwall Police. 
The project has a Steering Group comprising local elected officials, senior managers and local 
representatives. 
   
Day to day development and delivery of the project rests with the Co-ordination Group 
comprising multi- agency representatives calling on expertise and assistance from colleagues 
as required. The project is jointly managed by Rob Andrew (Cornwall Council) and Police 
Superintendent Julie Whitmarsh (Devon and Cornwall Police). 
 
Implementation  
In relation to alcohol fuelled anti-social behaviour a variety of interventions have been 
implemented. 

Underage drinking – rigorous test purchasing and work through NALP (Newquay Association 
of Licensed Premises) to implement a robust challenge 25 policy has demonstrated that local 
purchasing of alcohol under-age is virtually zero.  In relation to underage visitors accessing 
alcohol it is clear that most is being supplied by parents with some being accessed by ‘proxy 
buying’.  In relation to supply by parents – in what has become termed as ‘parent dealing’ we 
are working with Drinkaware and local and national media to raise awareness of the dangers of 
this.  In relation to ‘proxy buying’ we use CCTV to intervene where possible and are now 
considering other ways of tackling this issue. 

Operation Brunel – this is a police lead ‘meet and greet’ service for trains into Newquay 
Station where all young people are searched for alcohol and drugs.  It has lead to over 1,000 
confiscations so far in 2010. 

Budget Accommodation – a code of conduct has been introduced for all accommodation 
providers to highlight safeguarding children issues in particular.  Most accommodation provided 
we have welcomed this and fully co-operated with this and have been the source of staggering 
levels of alcohol confiscation from Under 18s – virtually all of which has been provided by 
parents 

Designated Public Place Order – a DPPO covering all of Newquay was introduced in 2010, as 
opposed to named streets areas which has made enforcement much easier. So far in 2010 it 
has lead to over 1,000 confiscations and 30 ‘directions to leave’ the area. 

Bar Crawls – a robust code of conduct for bar crawls has been introduced for 2010.  The 
limited number that now operate are well run and have caused few incidents.  Less scrupulous 
operators were put off by the conditions have chosen not to operate in Newquay. The support of 
NALP in the management of this has been critical to its success. 

Licensing Enforcement – rigorous multi-agency licensing enforcement has been implemented 
in 2010, which has been directed to premises where there have been highlighted concerns. 
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Multi-Agency Tasking meetings – a Monday morning de-brief has been held involving all key 
agencies to identify particular areas of concern, allowing for resources to be tasked accordingly 
the following week. These have proved to be particularly effective.  

 

Impact - what were the outcomes for the perpetrator, the victims and the 
community? 
The whole focus of the work of the partnership has been on providing positive outcomes for the 
community as a whole and it is evident from the feedback that is now being received that people 
from all sectors of the community are sensing a tangible difference in the town and this is 
increasing confidence in the effectiveness of the partnership as it continues to develop. 

A full evaluation will be undertaken at the end of the summer season but so far the activity has 
included: 

21 children being sent home (out of county), where there has been concern for their personal 
safety due to excessive use of alcohol.  

Over 1,000 seizures of alcohol being made with many more open containers being disposed of 
on the street. 

Over 1,200 cans and bottles have been seized by accommodation providers from under 18’s 
and passed to the police. 

Operation Exodus, established to provide activities for the young people who attend the town in 
the summer after exams. During this time over 3,000 wristbands for this event were issued. 

Youth services (who have provided over 700 additional hours in the town) looking after 72 
youngsters with 24 being escorted back to their accommodation.  

Safeguarding multi-agency teams visiting over 15 premises in the first few weeks of the summer 
and these visits will continue. 

1 Surf Lodge where there had been complaints of ASB being issued a ‘stop’ notice due to it 
operating without relevant planning permissions  

Test purchase operations being undertaken with only 1 premises in town failing. 

The ‘No ID No Newquay’ scheme has worked well with those under 25 being challenged for ID.  
Many fake ID’s have been seized and two young people have been interviewed for fraudulently 
altering their own passports Licensees have been called in where there have been identified 
concerns about their establishments. One premise has been reported for selling alcohol to 
someone under 18 after the young person was stopped on the street with alcohol and one 
person arrested for purchasing on behalf of under 18 year olds.  

Effective use of Dispersal powers and Direction to Leave notices in early intervention. With 30 
direction to leave notices issued using powers under section 27 of the Violent Crime Reduction 
Act 2007 

This reflects some of the outcomes of the first four weeks of the summer and it is recognised 
that this is the first step in a long process, however local residents associations and are fully 
supporting the partnership and speaking very positively of the work undertaken to date. 

 
Future actions  
It was recognised at the start that Newquay Safe would require some short term fixes but some 
long term solutions.  A full evaluation including the Home Office and Drinkaware will take place 
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in October 2010 which will help identify future priorities and actions.  However it is already 
agreed that further work is required in relation to: 

• Clarifying position on irresponsible drinks promotions 

• Flyering / promotions by licensed premises 

• Bar crawls 

• Parent dealers 

• Proxy buying 


